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(57) ABSTRACT 
A jewelry locket has a decorative pheripheral frame 
for holding a photograph or other display image be 
neath a removable front cover crystal. The crystal is 
made of a plastic material which can be compressed in 
localized areas without cracking, and the frame incor 
porates a plurality of round beads integral with the 
frame. The round beads provide circumferentially 
spaced and radially inwardly projecting surfaces which 
are effective to engage the edge of the crystal cover in 
areas of localized compression so that the crystal can 
readily be snapped into and out of the frame without 
breaking or cracking and yet securely retained in the 
frame during normal use without any auxiliary retain 
ing clips, hinges or similar structure. 

10 Claims, 4 Drawing Figures 
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LOCKET HAVING COVER OF LOCALLY 
COMPRESSIBLE PLASTC RETANED BY MEANS 
WHICH MINIMIZES RETAINING CONTACT 

THEREWITH 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

This application relates to the structure and function 
of a jewelry locket. A co-pending U.S. design applica 
tion Ser. No. 427,078 was filed Dec. 21, 1973 for the 10 
ornamental appearance of this jewelry locket. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates to a jewelry locket and particu 
larly to a jewelry locket of the kind in which a front 15 
crystal cover is removably retained in a frame to permit 
a photograph or other display image to be installed and 
removed or replaced beneath the crystal. 

Articles of jewelry that hold a display object have 
been made in a wide variety of forms in the prior art. 20 

Crystals made of glass are often used, and in such 
cases the characteristics of the glass material, particu 
larly the tendency to crack under stress, have required 
certain frame constructions and retainer devices. A 
glass crystal must be mounted in a way that the crystal 25 
is loosely retained without being put under stress. 
Hinged crystal carriers and movable clip-type retainers 
have often been used in association with frame mem 
bers for assembling the glass crystals in the articles of 
jewelry. 

Crystals of plastic material have been widely used 
with identification devices, and also to some extent 
with articles of jewelry. The plastic covers are often 
laminated or otherwise nonremovably connected to the 
object to be displayed. In some applications the plastic 
crystal covers have been used in a way to take advan 
tage of the flexibility of the plastic material so that the 
cover can be removed to replace the object being dis 
played. However, the prior art has not made effective 
use of the physical qualities of the plastic material to 
enable a retainer structure to provide both a decorative 
design function in an article of jewelry while at the 
same time performing a releasable retaining function 
which eliminates the need for auxiliary clips, hinges 
and the like. 

SUMMARY OF THE PRESENT INVENTION 

It is an important object of the present invention to 
use the compressibility characteristics of a plastic crys 
tal cover for a jewelry locket in a new way. The plastic 
crystal permits the structure used for the ornamental 
design of the locket to perform a releasable retainer 
function that is not at all apparent from the appearance 
of the structure involved. 55 

It is a closely related object to eliminate auxiliary 
clip, hinge and similar structure. The elements of the 
decorative design are used with a compressible plastic 
crystal cover in a way that not only effectively retains 
the cover in the locket during normal use but also per- 60 
mits the cover to be removed and replaced to change 
the photograph or other display image in the locket. 
A jewelry locket constructed in accordance with the 

present invention has a peripheral metal frame with an 
inwardly projecting support. 65 
A crystal cover is made from a plastic material that 

is clear and transparent and that also can be com 
pressed in a localized area without cracking. The crys 
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2 
tal cover fits closely in the frame with the back surface 
of the cover engaged with the inwardly projecting sup 
port. 
The frame has a plurality of round beads cast integral 

with the frame on the front surface. These beads are 
closely spaced to give the appearance of small jewels 
outlining the edge of the crystal cover. 
The beads also coact with the plastic crystal cover in 

a unique and unobvious way to serve as a releasable re 
tainer. This retainer permits removal and replacement 
of the crystal and eliminates the need for any auxiliary 
clip, hinge or related structure which would be detri 
mental to the appearance of the jewelry locket. 
The round beads provide circumferentially spaced 

and radially inwardly projecting surfaces which are ef 
fective to engage the edge of the crystal cover in areas 
of localized compression. Because the crystal is made 
of a plastic material which can be locally compressed 
in this way without cracking, the beads forming part of 
the decorative design coact with the crystal to retain 
the crystal in place during normal use. The beads also 
permit the crystal to be readily snapped out of and back 
into the frame when it is desired to change the photo 
graph; and no additional retaining clip, hinge or similar 
structure is required. 
The frame is formed in a generally ellipitcal shape, 

and the inwardly projecting support is a ridge shaped 
support. This support has an annular flat front surface 
for engaging the back edge of the crystal cover and also 
has an annular flat back surface for engaging a back 
cover plate. 
The back cover plate is formed with a decorative 

motif so that the locket can be work with either the 
crystal cover or the decorative back plate presented to 
view. In one embodiment of the present invention the 
back cover plate is dimensioned to fit within the frame 
in a wedge fit. 
The jewelry locket of the present invention also in 

cludes a jewel mount and connecting means for con 
necting the jewel mount to the back plate. 
Jewelry locket apparatus and methods which incor 

porate the structure and techniques described above 
and which are effective to function as described above 
constitute specific objects of this invention. 
Other objects, advantages and features of my inven 

tion will become apparent from the following detailed 
description of one preferred embodiment taken with 
the accompanying drawings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is an isometric exploded view of a jewelry 
locket that is constructed in accordance with one em 
bodiment of the present invention; 
FIG. 2 is a front elevation view of the jewelry locket 

shown in FIG. 1; 
FIG. 3 is a fragmentary, enlarged cross section view 

taken along the line and in the direction indicated by 
the arrows 3-3 in FIG. 2; and 
FIG. 4 is a back elevation view of the jewelry locket 

shown in FIG. 1. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

A jewelry locket constructed in accordance with one 
embodiment of the present invention is indicated gen 
erally by the reference numeral 10 in FIG. 1. The jew 
elry locket comprises a frame 12, a crystal cover 14, a 
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back plate 16 and a mount 18 for a jewel such as the 
diamond 20 shown in FIG. 4. 
A photograph or other display image 22 is mounted 

in the locket beneath the crystal cover 14. 
The frame 12 is a metal frame preferably made by 

casting. It has an inwardly projecting support 24. The 
support 24 has an annular flat face 26 which engages 
the back edge of the crystal cover 14, and the support 
24 has a similar annular flat back face 27 (see FIG. 3) 
for engaging and supporting the back plate 16. 
The outer edge of the frame 12 has a decorative de 

sign in the form of a coiled metallic strand 28. The en 
tire frame 12 is formed in a generally elliptical configu 
ration as illustrated and has a pair of upper loops 30 for 
receiving a chain. 
A plurality of circular shaped beads 32 on the front 

surface of the frame 12 are closely spaced to provide 
the appearance of jewels outlining the edge of the crys 
tal cover. 
The beads 32 are preferably cast integral with the 

frame 12. The beads provide circumferentially spaced 
and radially inwardly projecting surfaces, and the 
locket is constructed so that certain ones of these sur 
faces are effective to engage the edge of the plastic 
crystal cover 14. Thus, as illustrated in FIG. 3, the inner 
surface 32a of the bead 32 engages the crystal cover 14 
in the localized area 14a. The way in which the bead 
engages the crystal cover at this point causes a slight 
compression of the plastic in this area 14a. Because the 
crystal cover 14 is made of a suitable plastic material, 
the crystal cover will accommodate this localized com 
pression without cracking or breaking. 
This coaction between the bead 32 and the crystal 

cover 14 produces a useful and unobvious result. The 
bead 32 can be formed integral with and connected rig 
idly to the frame 12 at the particular locations desired 
for the best aesthetic effect and still serve effectively as 
releasable retaining means for holding the cover crystal 
14 in place. This is possible because the plastic compo 
sition of the crystal cover 14 has enough compressibil 
ity at the localized area 14a to be inserted beneath the 
bead 32 and then to be retained securely in place dur 
ing normal use all without cracking or breaking of the 
crystal cover even though the areas of contact which 
result in the retention have been minimized. 

In a particular form of the present invention the crys 
tal cover 14 has a hollowed out bottom side 14b to re 
duce the wall thickness in the area of contact with a 
bead 32. In this particular embodiment the crystal is 
made of a clear Lexan plastic, a clear polycarbonate 
plastic which is commercially available from the Gen 
eral Electric Co. in this particular embodiment also the 
periphery of the crystal cover 14 is slightly raised (in an 
outward radially direction) at four locations 14a as in 
dicated in FIG. 1 for making contact with related beads 
32. These areas of contact with the beads result in the 
slight depressions within the raised areas as illustrated 
at the locations 14a in FIG. 1. 
The crystal cover 14 can also be made of a clear 

Plexiglas plastic, a clear acrylic plastic available from 
the Rohn and Hass Co. In this embodiment of the pres 
ent invention the crystal is preferably formed as a solid 
piece, rather than a hollowed out structure as illus 
trated in the drawings. In this second embodiment, the 
bead-shaped retainers 32 are effective to engage the 
edge of the crystal cover in substantially only three tri 
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4. 
angularly disposed locations about the peripheral edge 
of the crystal. 
The manner of engagement of the beads 32 with the 

crystal cover is determined by the casting of the frame 
12 and the configuration of the crystal cover 14. 
The back cover plate 16 is formed with a decorative 

design as illustrated in FIG. 4 so that the locket can be 
worn with either the crystal cover or the decorative 
back plate exposed to view. 
The back plate 16 is preferably dimensioned to fit 

within the frame 12 in a wedge fit. However, the back 
plate 16 can also be soldered or otherwise connected 
in place within the frame 12. 
The jewel mount 18 has a pair of inwardly projecting 

pins 40 which fit within related holes 42 in the back 
plate 16. The pins 40 can be made as a press fit within 
the holes 42 or these pins can be soldered in place. 
The jewel mount 18 may be a floral design as illus 

trated in FIGS. 1 and 4, and has a somewhat recessed 
inner area with upstanding prongs 44 for holding the 
jewel 20. 

In the present invention, the unique coaction be 
tween the beads 32 and the plastic cover crystal 14 per 
mits the beads to serve a utilitarian function as retain 
ing clips in an unobvious manner to eliminate the need 
for accessory auxiliary hinges, special clamps or similar 
structure which would detract from the design of the 
jewelry locket. 
To those skilled in the art to which this invention re 

lates, many changes in construction and widely differ 
ing embodiments and applications of the invention will 
suggest themselves without departing from the spirit 
and scope of the invention. The disclosures and the de 
scription herein are purely illustrative and are not in 
tended to be in any sense limiting. 

I claim: 
1. A jewelry locket of the kind in which a front crys 

tal cover is removably retained in a frame to permit a 
photograph or other display image to be installed and 
removed or replaced beneath the crystal, said locket 
comprising, 
a peripheral, cast metal frame having an integrally 
formed, inwardly projecting support providing a 
flat front surface which is recessed from the front 
surface of the frame, 

a crystal cover molded from a plastic material that is 
clear and transparent and that also can be de 
formed by being compressed in a localized area 
without cracking, 

said crystal cover having peripheral configuration to 
fit closely in the frame with a back surface of the 
cover engaged with said flat front support surface, 

and means for releasably retaining said crystal cover 
in place when so fitted in the frame while minimiz 
ing retaining contact therewith, said means com 
prising a plurality of bead-shaped retainer mem 
bers cast integrally on the frame and spaced about 
the periphery of the frame for engaging the crystal 
cover only at selected locations on the periphery 
thereof in localized areas of compression whereby 
the plastic crystal cover is securely held in place in 
the frame during normal use of the locket but can 
readily be snapped out of and back into the frame 
when it is desired to replace the photograph or 
other image by the coaction between the bead 
shaped retainer members and the compressible 
plastic crystal cover. 
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2. The invention defined in claim 1 wherein the crys 
tal cover is made from clear Lexan polycarbonate plas 
tic and the back side of the crystal cover is hollowed 
out to reduce the wall thickness. 

3. The invention defined in claim 2 wherein the pe 
riphery of the crystal cover has four raised areas for 
making contact with four bead-shaped retainers mem 
bers of said retaining means. 
4. The invention defined in claim 1 wherein the 

frame and the crystal cover have a substantially ellipti 
cal configuration. 

5. The invention defined in claim 1 wherein there are 
a large number of bead shaped members in the form of 
circular beads, said large number including said re 
tainer members and being cast integral with the frame 
and closely spaced to provide a decorative effect and 
the crystal cover has a plurality of raised areas which 
extend radially outwardly of the periphery said areas 
correponding in number to said retainer members so 
that they are effective to engage the periphery of the 
crystal cover at the raised areas. 

6. The invention defined in claim 1 wherein the in 
wardly projecting support is a ridge shaped support 
having the annular flat front surface for engaging a 
back edge of the crystal cover and also having an annu 
lar flat back surface for engaging a back cover plate 
and wherein said locket includes a back cover plate 
which is mounted in the frame against said annular flat 
back surface of the inwardly projecting ridge shaped 
support. 

7. The invention defined in claim 6 wherein the back 
cover plate is dimensioned to fit within the frame in a 
wedge fit. 

8. The invention defined in claim 6 wherein the back 
cover plate is formed with a decorative motif so that 
the locket can be worn with either the crystal cover or 
the decorative back plate exposed to view. 

9. The invention defined in claim 6 including a jewel 
mount and connecting means for connecting the jewel 
mount to the back plate. 
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10. A jewelry locket of the kind in which a front crys 

tal cover is removably retained in a frame to permit a 
photograph or other display image to be installed and 
removed or replaced beneath the crystal, said locket 
comprising, 
a peripheral, cast metal frame, having an integrally 
formed inwardly projecting support providing a flat 
front support surface which is recessed from the 
front surface of the frame, 

a crystal cover made from a plastic material that is 
clear and transparent and that also can be de 
formed by being compressed in a localized area 
without cracking, 

said crystal cover having a peripheral configuration 
to fit closely in the frame with a back surface of the 
cover engaged with said flat front support surface, 

means for releasably retaining said crystal cover in 
place when so fitted in the frame while minimizing 
retaining contact therewith, said means comprising 
a plurality of bead-shaped retainer members cast 
integrally on the front surface of the frame and 
spaced about the periphery of the frame engaging 
the crystal cover only at selected locations on the 
periphery thereof in localized areas of compres 
sion, 

said cover having a plurality of circumferentially 
spaced and radially outwardly extending raised 
areas formed integrally in the outer periphery of 
the cover which provide said selected locations for 
engagement with the bead-shaped retainer mem 
bers whereby the plastic crystal cover is securely 
held in place in the frame during normal use of the 
locket but can readily be snapped out of and back 
into the frame without cracking, when it is desired 
to replace the photograph or other image by the 
coaction between the rigid bead-shaped retainer 
members and the compressible plastic crystal 
COWet. 
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